Patient satisfaction with surgeons in a trauma population: testing a structural equation model using perceptions of interpersonal and technical care.
Research has shown that interpersonal care is positively associated with patient satisfaction. The literature is not as clear concerning patient perceptions of technical care. Evaluating patient satisfaction requires understanding the influence of patient perceptions of interpersonal and technical aspects of care. This prospective, cross-sectional telephone survey examined the relationship between patient satisfaction, interpersonal care, and technical care. Respondents were asked to recall the trauma surgeon and then rate them for satisfaction with interpersonal and technical care. Patients were also asked to rate their global satisfaction (GS) with the healthcare. Structural equation modeling indicated that there was a significant direct effect of Interpersonal Care on Technical Care and Technical Care and Interpersonal Care on GS. Interpersonal care also had an indirect effect on GS though Technical Care. Fit indices showed that the hypothesized paths significantly improved the model. There were strong positive relationships between patient's perceptions of interpersonal care and technical care and GS. Patients that are unacquainted with technical aspects of care may make judgments based on satisfaction with interpersonal aspects of care. It is important that surgeons, even in a trauma environment, are aware of the strong relationship between patients' perceptions of interpersonal and technical care. Making efforts to focus on relationship-centered care will improve both personal and institutional satisfaction ratings. III, epidemiological study.